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Five-month-old infants can detectthe invariant relationship betweentheir own leg
motion and a video displayof that motion. In three experimentsthey discriminated
betweena perfectly contingent live display of their own leg motion and a noncontingent display of self or a peer. They showedthis discrimination by preferential
fixation of the noncontingentdisplay.This effect wasevident evenwhenthe infant's
direct view of his or her own body was occluded,eliminating video image discrimination on the basis of an intramodal visual comparison betweenthe sightof selfmotion and the video display of that motion. These findings suggestthat the contingency provided by a live display of one's body motion is perceivedby detecting
the invariant intermodal relationshipbetweenproprioceptiveinformation for motion
and the visual display of that motion. The detectionof theserelations may be fundamental to the developmentof self-perceptionin infancy. In addition, though 3month-olds did not showsignificant discrimination of the contingentand noncontingent displays,they did showsignificantly more extreme looking proportions to
the two displaysthan did the 5-month-olds.This may reflectthe infant's progression
from selfto socialorientation.

Lewis and Brooks-Gunn (1979) found that
by the end of the first year of life, infants are
able to discriminate a "live" video image of
the self from a recordedimage of the self or a
peer. The authors propose that this self-recognition is primarily basedon the detectionof
contingent visual stimulation from the live
video image.That is, movementof the infant's
hand, for example, results in comparable
movement of the hand in the video image.
Furthermore, they propose that the earliest
stagesof self-perceptionare probablybasedon
the infant's detectionof some form of response
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contingent stimulation, such as the contingencybetweenvisual and proprioceptive feedback from body motion.
There exists considerableevidence that infants as young as 2 and 3 months are sensitive
to experimentally arrangedcontingenciesbetweenbehaviors,suchas leg kicks, sucking, or
vocalization and various forms of visual and
auditory stimulation, such as lights, tones, or
the movementsof an overheadmobile (Rovee
& Rovee1969;Rovee-Collier& Gekoski, 1979;
Siqueland & DeLucia, 1969; Watson & Ramey, 1972). There is evensomeevidencethat
this sensitivity exists from birth (Sameroff,
1971).
These kinds of contingent relations, however,differ from thoseprovided by a mirror or
video image. When the infant turns on a light
displayby kicking his or her foot (e.g.,Watson,
1979)the onsetof the light displayis contingent
upon the onset of the infant's leg motion.
When the infant controls the motions of an
overhead mobile that is connected to his or
herlegby a ribbon (e.g.,Rovee& Rovee,1969),
the motions of the mobile are "conjugately"
relatedto the motions of the infant's leg. They
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covary along dimensions of amplitude and
temporal pattern. However, the stimulation
from sucha conjugate display is not perfectly
isomorphic with the motions of the infant, like
that of a mirror or video image.
The mirror or video reflection of the self
provides essentiallyperfect contingent stimulation. It seemsa reasonablepossibility that
perfect contingencymay serveto specifystimulation arising from the self,whereasimperfect
contingency may specify stimulation arising
from sourcesother than the self.
If that were so, then one should expect to
find that the visual discrimination of self and
other, basedon contingencyperception,would
be observablewell within the first year of life.
There have beena few studiesto date that appearto supportthis expectation.Papousekand
Papousek(1974)found that 5-month-oldsdiscriminated a live video image of self from a
recorded image of self. Infants showed their
discrimination by preferential fixation of the
noncontingent, recorded display of self over
the contingent, live display of self. A subsequent study by Field (1979) found that 3month-olds displayed differential responsivenessto a contingent mirror image of the self
and a noncontingent presentation of a peer.
Theseinfantslooked more to the mirror image
of the self but smiled and vocalized more in
the presenceof a peer. However,severalprocedural confounds inherent in thesekinds of
studieshavemade interpretation of their findings difficult. Recording the noncontingent
video film of self under experimental conditions that differ from those of the contingent
video film of self introduces the possibility
that the amount of generalbody motion displayed by infants in the different conditions
may differ and may then serve as a basis of
discrimination betweenthe two kinds of displays.Second,the use of facial imagesasstimuli in thesestudiescreatesa confound of differential eye contact and eye motion in contingent and noncontingent displays. The
mirror image provides constant eye contact
and no visible eye motion for the infant,
whereasthe recordedimage of self or peerpro"ides eye contact and eye motion variability.
Papousekand Papousek(1974) attempted to
separateeye contact and contingency of the
image by using video controls. Though they
did find an effect of eye contact, the overall
effect of contingency as a basis of discrimi-~
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nation betweenlive and recordedpresentations
of self was most evident.
Thesefindingswould seemto support Lewis
and Brooks-Gunn's (1979) assumption that
the contingency betweenvisual and proprioceptiveinformation for self-motioncould serve
asa basisof self-perceptionin the first months
of life. Younginfants are constantly presented
with visual and proprioceptive information
specifying self. Each time the infant reaches,
he or she can both seehis or her arm reaching
and feel it-reaching. There is a perfect corre~pondencebetweenthe visual and proprioceptive information for self-motion. The Gibsons
(E.J. Gibson, 1969;J. J. Gibson, 1966, 1979)
described this kind of information as an invariant, amodal relation that specifiesself.
,It seemsimportartt at this point to clarify
our useof the term proprioception. becauseit
has had a variety of connotations in the past.
Gibson (1979) maintained that all senseshave
a proprioceptive as well as an exteroceptive
function, and therefore he does not identify
proprioception as a separate sensorysystem.
Rather,information about the self is obtained
through all the sensorysystems.However, for
the purposesof this presentation, we need to
distinguishamongseveraltypes of information
specifyingself. Thus our use of the term proprioception will be reserved for that information intrinsic to behavior that arises from the
muscles,joints, tendons,vestibularsystem,and
efferentpathwaysthat specifyself-motion. This
restricted use of the term facilitates an important distinction to be drawn betweenproprioception in the abovesenseand the perception
of self arising from sources other than those
mentioned above (e.g., vision or audition).
Thus the distinction betweenseeingone'shand
move and feeling one's hand move (proprioception) can easily be made for our present
purposes.
In all the studiesdescribedaboveconcerning
infants' visual perception of self, infants had
direct visual accessto the movement of their
hands, upper torso, and, to someextent, even
facial movement.Therefore, infants' discrimination of a live and recorded image of the
upper torso, face, and hands may have been
based on the detection of either of two kinds
of contingent relations: (a) a visual-visual
contingency or (b) a proprioceptive-visual
contingency,the theoretically more relevant
alternative proposed by Lewis and Brooks-
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Gunn (1979). That is, infants may have detecteda contingentrelation betweenthe visible
motions of their own hands and the image of
that motion depicted on the video screen.Or,
they may havedetecteda relationship between
proprioceptiveinformation for self-motionand
the visual display of that motion depicted on
the video screen.Researchto date has not distinguished between' these two possibilities.
Distinguishing these two interpretations requires empirical evidence for the capacity of
infants to perceivecross-modalcontingent relations betweenvision and proprioception.
The only evidenceto date that suggeststhat
young infants detect proprioceptive-visual relations is that on neonatal imitation (Meltzoff
& Moore, 1983a, 1983b).The young infant's
ability for delayed imitation of facial gestures
is interpreted by the authors to demonstrate
an ability to monitor proprioceptive information from the facial musclesand joints and
to match their gesture with the visually given
gesture of the model.
The presentresearchdirectly investigatesthe
infant's capacity to detect proprioceptive-visualrelations uniting self-motion with a visual
display of that motion. In order to examine
this capabililty, the usual design of mirror or
video self-recognitionstudieswasmodified in
severalimportant ways.Prior confoundsof differential eye contact and eye motion between
contingent and noncontingent displays were
eliminated by presenting nonfacial stimuli.
The confound of body motion variability was
controlled by using a yoked control design.
And finally, the infant's detection of proprioceptive-visual information for self-motionwas
investigated directly in Experiments 2-4 by
occluding the infant's direct view of his or her
own body while viewingthe video images.This
eliminated the possibility of detectingcontingency on the basis of visual-visual relations.
By incorporating these modifications, three
studies investigated5-month-old infants' sensitivity to invariant intermodal relations UQiting proprioceptive and visual information for
self-motion. A fourth study extended the investigationto 3-month~0Ids.
Experi~ent I
Becauseof prior confounds of eye contact,
eye motion, and general body motion variability, the basisofinfgnts' discrimination be-
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tweenthe contingentimage of the self and the
noncontingentimage of the self or a peeris at
presentunresolved.In this study,5-month-old
infants weretested for discrimination between
a live video imageof selfand the noncontingent
image of a peer. Eye contact and eye motion
variability were eliminated by presentingthe
imageof the infant's body from the waistdown
so that only leg and foot motion were displayed.Body motion variability wascontrolled
acrosssubjectsby usinga yoked control design.
The live image of each infant was recorded
and later usedas the noncontingent peer film
for the next infant. Thus all noncontingent
"peer" films were recordedwhile the peerwas
also viewing a contingent video image of self
along with the noncontingentimage of a peer.
We were interested in whether infants, in the
absenceof prior confounds, would discriminate betweenthese norrfacial stimuli on the
basisof contingency,and whether they would
preferentiallyfixate the contingent or the noncontingentdisplay.

Method
Subjects. Twenty 5-month-old infants, 10 boysand 10
girls, participated. Their mean agewas 148days(SD = 5
days).Subjectswere recruited through the local birth records. Two additional subjectsweretestedand excludedbecauseof excessivecrying and fussiness.
Apparalu.\"and procedures. Infants wereseated in an
infant seat in a booth enclosedby patterned curtains on
two sides,and they faced two television screensapproximately 30 inches(76 cm) away.The televisionscreenswere
positioned side by side, about 18 inches (46 cm) apart
(from the inside edge of one screento the other), and a
color video camerawas centeredbetweenthem, directly
in line with the infant's legs.The videocamerawasturned
upsidedown and stood at a height near the infant's head
level and at an angle approximating the infant's view of
his or her own legswhen looking down at them. Because
of this, the infant's legsappearedon the video screenwith
the feet extendingin the upper portion of the screen,just
as whenthe infant looks down at his or her feetthey extt"'d
upward into the infant's visualfield. By inverting the camera, the right-left inversionstypically produced by video
films werealtered. In this case,although the feet extended
upward, the motion of the infant's right leg, for example,
wasdisplayedas motion of the leg on the right side of the
screen,in this respectresemblinga mirror image.
Figure I is a photographof an infant viewingthe display,
and it illustratesour apparatus.All infants werefitted with
bright yellow bootiesand wereplacedin an infant seatthat
wascoveredby a bright blue cloth. This wasdone to maximize visibility of the feet and to equate for color and
brightnessacrosssubjects.
Infants viewed two color video screensside by side for
4 min. One screendisplayeda live transmission of the
infant's legs and feet (contingent display) and the other
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Figure J. Photographof the apparatusand stimulus display.

showedthe legsand feet of a peer(noncontingentdisplay).
The yoked control designcontrolled for amount of leg motion and visual characteristicsof the noncontingentdisplay
acrosssubjects.A trained observer,blind to the lateral positions of the displays,monitored the subject'svisual fixations to the two screens.She held a set of buttons connectedto a Rustrak strip chart recorderand pressedone
button while the infant fixated the right-hand screenand
anotherbutton while the infant fixatedtheleft-handscreen.
A second trained observeralso monitored fixations for a
proportion of the subjects. Interobserver reliability was
calculated for the primary and secondaryobserverson 34
out of 89 subjectsacross the four experiments reported
here,and was.99. This wasa correlation betweenthe proportions of total looking time infants spent fixating the
noncontingentdisplaysacrossthe two observers.
Lateral positions of the contingent and noncontingent
displayswerecounterbalancedacrosssubjects.Ten infants
saw the live display on the right and the peer display on
the left, and 10 receivedthe oppositearrangement.The
two televisions were connected to cable splitters and a
switch that allowed us to presenteither imageto the leftor right-handscreens.Either the infant's parentor a second
experimenteroperatedthe switch that turned on both displaysand determinedto which side the live and peer displays would bepresented.

ResultsandDiscussion
Looking proportions werederived by dividing the time infants spentlooking to the noncontingent peerimage by the time they spent
looking to both films, acrossthe 4-min period.
Subjectsspent an averageof .65 of their total
looking time viewing the noncontingentimage
of the peer.This proportion is significantlydifferent from the chancevalue of .50 according

to a t test, t(19) = 3.30, p < .005. At the individual subject level, 16 out of 20 subjects
spent a majority of their total looking time
viewing the noncontingent peer film. There
were no significant side preferences,l( 18) =
.637, p > .05, nor were there any significant
sexdifferencesin looking to the two displays,
t(18) = 0.147, P > .05. Looking proportions
were also derived f()r each infant for each of
the four I-min periods separatelyto test for
trends over time in looking to the noncontingent films. A one-way repeated-measures
analysisof variance (ANOVA)revealedno significant differencesin looking acrossthe four
I-min periods, F(3, 57) = 1.4, p > .05. In fact,
looking proportions to the noncontingent peer
film during the first minute (.66) were comparable to those of the last minute (.68).
Five-month-old infants candifferentiate between a contingent display of their own leg
motion and a noncontingentdisplayof a peer's
legs. They showed this discrimination by
looking preferentially to the noncontingent
display.This discrimination was evident with
nonfacial stimuli and under conditions in
which prior confounds of eyecontact, eyemotion, and body motion variability were eliminated. These findings support the interpretation that 5-month-old infants discriminate
betweenvideo displaysof self and peer on the
basisof the contingentrelations betweentheir
own body motion and that displayed in the
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live video image. How might infants havedetected this contingency? What kind of information might they haveusedas a basisof discrimination? There are at leasttwo possibilities. Infants might have (a) made a visual
comparison betweenthe motions of their own
legs and those pictured on the video display,
and/or they may have (b) usedproprioceptive
information from their musclesandjoints and
detected an intermodal relation betweenthis
proprioceptive information from self-motion
and the visual information displayed on the
video screen. Experiment 2 was designedto
distinguish betweenthesetwo alternatives.
Experiment 2
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The strongestevidence to date suggesting
that infants make use of proprioceptive information is that demonstratingimitation behavior in neonates(Meltzoff & Moore, 1983a,
1983b).Becausetheseinfants had minimal visual accessto their own facial expressions,
these findings are difficult to account for on
the basisof vision alone. It seemslikely, therefore, that evenvery young infants make use of
proprioceptive information from the muscles,
joints, skin, and/or efferentpathwaysto control
and determine the nature (e.g., direction, intensity and form) of their physical motion.
Experiment 2 directly teststhis possibility.
Infants were again shown a live video display
of their own legs side by side with those of a
peer.In this replication of Experiment I, however,the infant's direct view of his own body
was occluded. By occluding infants' views of
their body, they no longerhaveaccessto visual
information for their leg motion and must rely
on proprioception for detecting the contingencybetweentheir leg motion and the video
display of it. We were interested in whether
infants would visually discriminate between
the contingent and noncontingent displays
without visual accessto their own leg motion,
demonstrating that they could rely on proprioceptive information for specifying selfmotion.

Little direct evidence exists bearing on
whether young infants make use of proprioceptive information for determining how their
body is moving through space-that is, information from the muscles,joints, and vestibular
system.Some findings,however,are consistent
with this interpretation, including those of visuallyguided reaching(e.g.,Bower,Broughton,
& Moore, 1970; Hofsten, 1979, 1983; McDonnel, 1975)and contingencylearning in infancy (e.g., Rovee& Rovee, 1969; Watson&
Ramey, 1972), though they could as well be
explained on the basisof vision alone. Another
area of researchbearing on this question is
that concerning the infant's use of visual in- Method
formation for monitoring posture and motor
behavior.Thesestudies of "visual propriocepTwenty 5-month-old infants. 10 boys and 10girls. partion" (in the Gibsonian sense;Butterworth & ticipated. Their mean agewas 150days (SD = 5 days).
Cicchetti, 1978; Butterworth & Hicks, 1977; Two additional subjectsweretestedand excludedfrom the
study for excessivecrying and fussiness.The apparatus
Lee & Aronson, 1974)found that the posture and
procedureswereidenticalto thoseusedin Experiment
of infants who could sit or stand unsupported I, except that the infant's direct view of his or her own
wasdisrupted by visual information for body body from the waist down wasoccluded.This was accomsway,even in the absenceof vestibular or pro- plished by mounting a woodentray in front of the infant
prioceptive information for body sway. Also, seatand securingthe bottom of a large bib to the tray and
the top of the bib around the infant's neck. The infant's
researchby Jouen (1984) indicated that the arms
were placedabove the bib so that they could move
infant's head righting responsesubsequentto about freely and, as in Experiment I, were not visible in
a body tilt varies according to the orientation the videodisplay.The infant's legsand torsoextendedunof visual stimulation. This researchsuggests derneath the tray and bib so that no direct visual access
an early link between vision and propriocep- to that portion of their body waspossible.As in Experiment
I, subjectsvieweda contingent video display of their own
tion, and it establishesthe function of vision legsside by side with a noncontingentdisplay of a peer's
for guiding motor behavior in infancy. Al- legsfor 4 min. In this study, 12 infants sawthe display of
though thesefindings suggestthat infants made the peer'slegson the right and their own legson the left,
use of both visual and proprioceptive infor- whereas8 receivedthe q>positearrangement.This unequal
occurredby chanceas a resultof our procedure
mation for posture control, they may also be distribution
for controlling observerbias. The infant's parent manipinterpreted as evidence for the primacy of vi- ulated the switch controlling the lateral positions of the
sion in guiding motor behavior.
video displays.
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Result,s
and Discussion
Results of the study replicated those of Experiment I. Subjects spent .66 of the total
looking time viewing the noncontingent peer
image.This proportion is significantlydifferent
from the chance value of .50 accordingto a t
test, t(19) = 4.39, P < .001. At the individual
subject level, 17of the 20 subjectsspenta majority of their total fixation time watching the
display of the peer. There was no significant
side preference, t( 18) = 0.298, p > .05, nor
werethere any sexdifferencesin looking to the
noncontingent display,t( 18) = 2.03, p > .05.
An ANOVAwasperformed on looking preferences for each l'11inuteof the 4-min viewing
period to determine whether there were any
trends overtime in looking to the peerdisplay.
Resultsindicated no differencesover the four
I-min periods, F(3, 57) = 2.38, p > .05.
Five-month-oldsshowvisual discrimination
ofa contingent display of their own leg motion
and a noncontingent display of a peer's leg
motion, even when their view of their own
body is occluded. Their performancewassimilar to that of Experiment I where they had
visual accessto their own bodies.Theseresults
suggestthat young infants need not rely on
visual information for determining how their
bodies are moving about in space.They need
not detect the contingency of the live video
displayby making a visual comparisonof their
leg motion and that displayed on the screen.
Rather,they may be ableto useproprioceptive
information from the muscles and joints to
determine the nature of their physicalmotion.
As a consequence,infants could havediscriminated betweenthe contingentand noncontingent imagesby detectingthe inter modal relationship betweenthe nonvisualproprioceptive
information for motion and the visual display
of that motion.
However,before this conclusion can be accepted, another interpretation of the results
must be considered.It is possible that infants
did not detect a contingent relation at all.
Rather, they may have recognizedfeatures of
their own legsand feet and discriminated between their own imageand that of the peer on
this basis. Though this interpretation seemed
rather unlikely for suchyoung infants, it neverthelessremained a possibility. Despite the
fact that individual featuresof the infant's legs
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and feetwere partially controlled by fitting all
infants with yellow booties, there was some
distinctive visual information. The subject's
clothes were visible above the booties and
might have been recognized by the infant.
Also, the shape of the infant's legs and idiosyncratic patterns of leg motion might conceivably have served to distinguish among
subjects. Although studies of self-recognition
(Lewis & Brooks-Gunn, 1979)report that infants do not recognize features of their own
body until-approximately 11/2
yearsof age,this
interpretation could not be conclusivelyruled
out in the presentstudies.The possibility that
infants recognizedfeatures of their own body
wasthus testedin Experiment3 by eliminating
the distinguishing featuresaltogether.
Experiment 3
In this study, features that distinguished
among infants' legs~nd feet were eliminated
by presenting the contingent video image of
self along with a noncontingent,recorded imageof self, rather than the imageofa peer.The
noncontingent, recorded film was made just
prior to testing, and infants wore the same
clothes in both video displays.No visual characteristics differentiated the live from the recorded video displays.Only the contingent relation betweenthe infant's leg motion and the
live image of that motion could be used as a
basis of discrimination. This contingency
could be detectedonly through use of the proprioceptive information becausethe occluding
bib was again used.

Method
Twenty'5-month-olds were tested, II boys and 9 girls.
Their meanage was 143days (SD = 10days).The apparatus and procedureswere the sameas thoseused in Experiment 2. including the useof the occluding bib, except
that a 4-min period precededthe usual testing sessionin
which the infant's legswererecorded. During this period,
the infant was seatedin the infant seatfacing the television
screensand wore the occluding bib. Subjectswere shown
a 4-min live video display of their own legsin two orientations(180° vs. 90°). This wasdone so that subjectswould
not becomebored or fussyduring the recording period as
well as to roughly approximate the viewing conditions of
the testsessionin the eventthat the infants' generalamount
of legmotion was influenced by viewing displaysof infant
legs.After the subject's legswere recorded,the infant was
taken out of the seat and was entertained in the testing
room for approximately a 5-min period. Next, the test
sessionbeganand was identical to that of Experiment 2

f
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Table I

Experiments J. 2. and 3: Proportion of Total Looking Time Spent Fixating the NoncontingentDisplay
Statistic

Experiment I: Noncontingent
peer display

P

SD
t

Experiment 2: Noncontingent
peer display

0.65
0.207

3.30.

0.66
0.163
4.39**

Experiment 3: Noncontingent
display of self
0.69
0.196
4.34**

.p < .005. ..p < .001.

except that the recorded video display of self was shown
along with the live display of self. Half the subjectsviewed
the noncontingentrecorded film on the right and the live
one on theleft. whereashalf receivedtheoppositearrangement. An observer. blind to the lateral positions of the
displays. monitored the subject's fixations.

Res/ilts and Discussion

r
l
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Resultsof the study,along with those of Experiments I and 2, are depicted in Table I.
These results paralleled those of Experiments
1and 2 exactly.The proportion of total fixation
time spent viewing the noncontingent, recorded film was .69. This is significantly different from the chance value of .50 according
to a 1 test, 1(19)= 4.34, p < .001. Eighteenof
the 20 subjects spent a majority of their total
fixation time viewing the noncontingent display. There were no significant side preferences,I( 18) = 1.56, p > .05, or sexdifferences,
I( 18) = 0.988, p > .05, in looking to the noncontingent display. An ANOVArevealedno significant differences among the proportions of
looking time to the noncontingent display
acrossthe four I-min periods, F(3, 57) = 0.09,
p> .05.
Infants spent a majority of their total fixation time viewing the recorded,noncontingent
display,just as they had in Experiments 1and
2. The elimination of featural differencesbetween the contingent and noncontingentdisplays in this study had no decrementaleffect
on viewing time for the recorded film. These
resultscastdoubt on the possibility that infants
relied exclusivelyon recognition of visual features as a basisof discriminating betweenthe
displaysof self and peer leg motion in Experiment 2. Rather,this study provides direct evidence for an infant's detection of inter modal
contingencybetweenproprioceptiveand visual
information for motion.
Severalalternateinterpretationsof this study

.

are also possible, though taken together with
the results of the other studies, they do not
provide serious problems. First, though precautions were taken to elicit similar amounts
of leg motion in the recordedand live displays
by placinginfants in similar viewingconditions
during both, amount of leg motion may neverthelesshavevaried systematicallyacrossthe
two displays.Infants may havebecomehabituated to the testing situation more rapidly becauseof the additional 4-min recordingperiod
and thus displayed lecss
leg motion on the live
screenduring testing. On the other hand, they
may havebecomelesswary of the experimental
situation, and by the testing sessionfelt more
free to explore and moveabout. Casualobservation, however,revecaled
no systematicdifferences in amount of leg motion displayed on
the live and recordedscreens.Another possible
interpretation is that infants may have habituated to the live displaysduring the recording
sessionand thus looked more to the recorded
display during testing than they might otherwise.However,this interpretationrequiresthat
infants neverthelessdiscriminate betweenthe
two kinds of displays during the test session
on the basis of contingency. Taken together
with Experiments 1and 2, theseresultsprovide
strong evidencefor the interpretation that infants detect invariant relations betweenproprioceptiveand visual information for motion.
They also are consistent with Lewis and
Brooks-Gunn's (1979) proposalthat early self.
perception may be based on the detection of
contingent relations between vision and proprioception.
Another interesting question remained unanswered,however.Why did infants showtheir
discrimination of the contingentand noncontingent displays in all three experiments by
looking preferentially to the noncontingent
one?One possibility is that infants found the
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live image aversivebecausethe image of their
leg motion wasdisplacedin spaceand pictured
on a television screen.On the other hand, the
information provided by the contingentdisplay
was completely redundant with the proprioceptive information available to the infant.
Thus the live display, without eye contact provided by facial stimuli, may seemboring and
lack novelty for the infant. If infants did indeed
find the contingent image redundantand boring, it seemedlikely that prior to 5 months of
age,there ought to be an age when infants begin learning about the nature of contingency,
and find theserelations interestingto observe.
During this earlier period, they might spenda
greateramount of time viewing the contingent
display of self and testing out the contingent
properties of the image. Thus a fourth experiment was conducted to determine whether
youngerinfants would spendmore time looking to a live display of their own leg motion
than to a noncontingent peerdisplay.
Experiment 4
In this study, we choseto replicate Experiment 2 with 3-month-old infants. Researchon
contingency learning has estimated that this
capability appearsby the age of 3 months or
earlier (e.g., Rovee-Collier& Gekoski, 1979;
Watson & Ramey, 1972). Also, using facial
stimuli, Field (1979) found that 3-month-olds
showedgreater visual fixation to their mirror
image but more reachingand vocalizing in the
presenceof a peer.We thought that infants of
this age might also discriminate our nonfacial
stimuli, and becauseat this age they may be
learning about the nature of contingency,they
may spend a greater amount of time fixating
the contingent image of self than the noncontingent image of the peer.

Method
Twenty-nine 3-month-olds were'tested,16 girls and 13
boys. Their mean age was 99 days(SD = 5 days). Two
additional subjectswere excludedfrom the study because
of excessivefussiness.The apparatusand procedureswere
identical to those used in Experiment 2. Subjectsviewed
the live display of their own legssideby sidewith thoseof
the peer for a 4-min period and wore the occluding bib.

Resultsand Discussion
Overall, subjects looked to the noncontingent display of the peer .47 of the time. This

proportion was not significantly different frorti
chance.
There was no significant side preferenc~,
/(27) = 0.772, p > .05, nor were there any
significant sex differences in looking to the
noncontingent display, /(27) = 1.57,p > .05,
An ANOVArevealedno significant trends ovet
the four I-min periods in looking to the noncontingent peer image, F(3, 84) = 1.98, P >
.05; however,there was a nonsignificant ten.
dency for infants tp spendmore time watching
the noneontingent film toward the end of th~
4-min session(.46 in Min I vs. .54 in Min 4).
There was, however, some suggestion of
bimodality in the distribution of looking
proportions for the 3-month-old subjects, as
shown in Figure 2. Looking proportions fot
.only three subjectsfell nearthe mean, between
.4 and .6, whereasproportions for 14 subjects
fell below .4, and 12 fell above .6. This diS"tribution is reflected in the largerstandardd~viation for 3-month-olds (.281) than for 5.
month-olds in Experiment 2 (.163). A non.
parametric test, the Moses test of extreme
reactions (Siegel, 1956)was conducted to d~
termine whetherthesetwo samplesweredrawn
from populations whosedistributions differed
significantly,one ~xhibiting a more centralized
distribution, and the other a more dispersed
one. Results of the test indicated that the 3month-olds did indeed show looking propor~
tions that were significantlymore extreme thaQ
those of the 5.month-olds in Experiment 2
(p < .005). These results suggestthat some 3month-olds predominately watched the peer
display,whereasotherspredominatelywatched
the contingent display of self. Although it is
possible that this reflects only an alternating
pattern of side preference, it may be that 3..
month-olds are in the process of making a
transition from greater interest in self and the
contingencyprovided by a live video image of
self,to greaterinterest in other and the poten.
tial for social interaction.
Although these results, taken together with
those of the 5-month.olds, may reflect a developmentaltrend in infants' ability to detect
perfect contingent relations provided by a
video image of the self, it is alS9possiblethat
they reflecta trend in the developmentofpreferencefor this kind of perfectcontingency.Infants' preferencefor invariant relations specifying self maydeclinewith ageas they become
more socially oriented. This interpretation is~
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Frequency
8

.00-.20
Proportion

of total

21-.40
looking

41-.60

.61-.80

time to the non-contingent

display

Figure 2. Experiment 4: Distribution of looking proportions for the noncontingentdisplay.

consistentwith the finding that 3-month-olds Even in the absenceof distinguishing visual
show significantly more extreme looking pro- characteristics, infants showed a robust discrimination of the contingentand noncontinportions than do 5-month-olds.
gent displays.
And finally, Experiments 2, 3, and 4 introGeneral Discussion
duced a control procedure to determine the
Five-month-old infants showdifferential vi- nature of the contingent relations detectedby
sual fixation to a contingent video image of infants. Did infants detectintramodal relations
their legs moving and a noncontingent image betweenthe sight of their moving legsand the
of a peer'slegsmoving. They showedthis dis- video displayof that motion, or did they detect
crimination under conditions in which poten- intermodal relations betweenproprioceptive
tial confounds of eyecontact, eyemotion, and stimulation from their moving legs and the
general body motion variability were elimi- video display of that motion? To distinguish
nated. Eye contact and eye motion wereelim- betweenthesetwo alternatives,the infants' diinated by using nonfacial stimuli, that is, im- rect visual accessto their own bodieswas ocagesof an infant's legs moving. Potential dis- cluded,eliminating the possibility of an intracrimination on the basis of general body modal visual-visual comparison. Discrimimotion wasruled out by usinga yoked control nation of the contingent and noncontingent
design. Eachsubject'slive imagewasrecorded displays by 5-month-olds was evident even
and later served as the noncontingent image wheninfants wore an occludingbib. Therefore,
for the next infant, thus controlling for amount theseinfants must havedetected contingency
by perceivingthe invariance betweenthe proof generalbody motion acrosssubjects.
Purely visualcharacteristicsthat might have prioceptive stimulation from their own motion
distinguished the contingent and noncontin- and the visual stimulation from the live video
gent video displays were also controlled. In displayof that motion. This early detection of
Experiments I, 2, and 4, they were partially proprioceptive-visual invariants is consistent
controlled by fitting all infants with yellow with Lewis and Brooks-Gunn's (1979) probooties.In Experiment 3, they wereeliminated posal that early self-perception may initially
altogetherby presentinga live imagealong with develop through the detection of these kinds
a recorded image of self for discrimination. of intermodal relations. It is also consistent
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with Meltzoffand Moore's (1983a, 1983b)in- without detecting its affordance. The utterna.
terpretation that neonatal imitation is based tive interpretation, consistent with Gibson's
on the detection of proprioceptive-visual re- (1969) view, is that detection of this propriolations.
ceptive-visual invariant entails perception of
There is a perfect correspondencebetween the self from the beginning.The presentresults
the visual and proprioceptivestimulation from cannot distinguish between these two alterone's own body motion. When the infant natives. Obtaining a definitive answerto this
watcheshis or hermoving body,the visualand question provides a challenge for future reproprioceptiveinformation for that motion are search.Nevertheless,the presentresults indiunited by a common temporal relationship, cate that 5-month-old infants possessperceptrajectory or direction of motion, and intensity tual capabilities that are fundamental to the
of motion. Changeswithin each of these di- perception of self.
Another finding of these studies that demensions are invariant over vision and proprioception. For example,the infant can both servesfurther attention is the fact that infants
feel and seethe increasing intensity of his or showedtheir discrirriination of the contingent
her leg kicking. In the presentstudies,infants and noncontingent displays by preferential
may have detected the contingency between fixation of the noncontingent display. This
proprioceptive information for motion and the replicatesPapousekand Papousek(1974),who
visual display of that motion on the basis of presentedfacial stimuli to 5-month-olds. This
preference for noncontingent stimulation
any or all of thesekinds of relations.
Researchon intermodal perception in in- specifying other over perfectly contingent
fancy has found that infants by 5 months of stimulation specifying self may be interpreted
ageare capableof detectingtheseinvariant re- as part of the infant's developmentofincreasto social stimulation or to
lations acrossother modalities. Sensitivityhas ing responsiveness
beenshownacrossvision and audition to var- external stimulation in general. In the outside
ious kinds of temporal invariants (e.g., Allen, environment and social world, none of our acWalker, Symonds, & Marcell, 1977; Spelke, tions produce a perfectly contingent and con1979; Walker, 1982),including the temporal comitant set of transformations like those
microstructure specifying object substance specifying self-motion. When the infant bats
(Bahrick, 1983).Infants also detect audio-vi- a mobile, the mobile moves, but in a pattern
sualinvariants betweenspeechsoundsand the and rhythm somewhatdifferent from that inmouth shape that produces them (Kuhl & fant's own actions. When the infant knocks
Meltzoff, 1984). Across the visual and tactile overa toy, it falls and hasa motion of its own.
modalities infants have shown sensitivity to And when the infant smiles, the mother reinvariants of shape, texture, and substance spondsin her way,by vocalizing or approach(e.g.,Gibson & Walker, 1984;Meltzoff & Bor- ing or engaging in game-like interactions.
ton, 1979),as well as for trajectory or direction Thesekinds of contingent relations are not inof motion (Aitken, 1983). Given that infants variant with the infant's behavior. They are
candetect theserelations acrossthe visual and imperfect.
Watson(1972, 1979)proposed that the huacoustic, or visual and tactile modalities, it
might well seemreasonablethat they would man infant's concept of a social object is inialso be capable of detecting these invariants tially formed through experiencewith this kind
,across vision and proprioception. The present of imperfect contingency. This hypothesis
provides a theoretical context for the present
researchsupports this inference.
There are two possibleinterpretationsof the results.Stimulation that is perfectlycontingent
presentresults demonstrating discrimination or invariant with the infant's behavior may
of the contingent and noncontingentdisplays specify self, whereas stimulation that is imon the basisof proprioceptive-visual invariant perfectly related to the infant's behavior may
detection by 5-month-old infants. One inter,: specifyother, quite early in infancy.
Experiment 4 suggeststhe possibility that
pretation is that although infants detected
invariant proprioceptive-visual information the relative preference for the noncontingent
specifying the self, they did not, in fact, per- display of other over the perfectly contingent
ceive this information to specify the self. display of self may be reversedprior to the age
Rather, they simply respondedto the invariant~ of 3 months. Although 3-month-olds showed

PROPRIOCEPTIVE-VISUAL CONTINGENCY

no significant preferencefor the image of self
over peer, theydid showsignificantly more extreme looking proportions than did the 5month-olds. Their looking proportions were
bimodally distributed, whereasthose of the 5month-olds were more centrally distributed.
These findings, along with those of Field
(1979), that 3-month-olds look more to their
mirror image than to a peer, suggestthe possibility that the ageof 3 months may represent
a transition period in which attention shifts
from perfect contingencyspecifyingself to imperfect contingency specifyingother.
The results of these studies taken together
demonstrate that information provided by a
five video image of one's body motion can be
perceived through the detection of invariant
jntermodal relations between visually and
proprioceptively specified motion. Fivemonth-olds prefer to view a noncontingent
display of self or peer over a perfectly contingentdisplayof their own motion. The detection
pf proprioceptive-visual invariants may be
fundamental to the infant's perception of self
and may underlie the development of visual
self-recognition in infancy.
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